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Summary

In this essay, I will sketch my view of the connections belween some
methodological assumptions in social philosophy, namely those of
individualism, holism, and collectivism . My interest in doing so is 10
outline a rough conceptual landscape, into wh ich an approach of
collective actions and intentions can be placed.

The main result, which may seem somewhat surprising, is that
the need for individualism can best be shown by a holistic
argumentation. In order to show this, I argue that moral
responsibility can only be undertaken by individual persons, and
not by groups as such. This leads to an argument for
individualism, which, however, has a holistic assumption as one
of its premises. In order to act intentionally, it reads, a person
must already have certain joint intentions and social attitudes,
that she must be willing to eventually justify herself publicly for
what she intends.
In the following, I will present two claims regarding the
relation between holism and individualism. First, I will show
that in a certain sense of these terms, it is possible to be both a
holist and an individualist. In order to do this, I will introduce
some rather formal and methodological distinctions. The second
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claim concems the sOlindne.l'.I' of being both a holist and an
individualist. I will show that a certain kind of holism even
implies individualism, given a furt her ethical demand.

I.
1.1

Holism need not be anti-individllalistic
Two kinds 0/ holism

I begin with some remarks about thc possibility of rcducing
collective agents to individuals or sets of individuals.
lndividualism in socia! sciences is usually contrasted with
holism and collectivism, which often seem to be understood as
being roughly the same. However, I will soon draw a distinction
between holism and collectivism, so that individualism can be
better understood as the opposite of collectivism only.
Collectivism usually is associated with the following claim.
Collectivism. Collectives and collective attitudes neither
are nor are reducible to sets of individuals or individual
attitudcs.
Holding the opposite of this stance, an individualist will
maintain:
Individualism. In the end, collectives are nothing but sets
of singular agents, and so for collective and individual
attitudes. Indeed, a collective should be split up into its
individual parts before it can be dealt with adequately.
This is a claim about whether there is a way to explicate a
collective in terms of its individual members. Consider the
sentence form " we 2 intend to do A". According to individualism,
the we is to be traced back to its members, the participating
me's. Such a reduction is successful if someone who already
knows what an individual is, thereby also will come to know
what a collective might be. Nothing so far is clear about the case
2. We, us, land me are set in italics when I do not really mean me or uso
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in which someone does not yet know enough about individuals.
But can the notion of an individual be given independently of
those of collectives and collective attitudes? In other words,
even if a collective can be split up completely into individuals,
the following two quest ions still remain open.
Is a reduction of collectives to individuals a satisfying
explication of the former?
Can individual attitudes be explicated independently of any
collectives of which the individual is a member?
That is, it may be Ihat there is a way to reduce collective
entities to individuals, which is nevertheless not a reduction of
collectives to something independent ofthem.
Now comes the distinclion belween collectivism and holism.
Whereas colleclivism is the opposite of individualism, holism
need not be so. It might be expressed by Iwo slightly different
claims:
Holism I. The whole is more Ihan Ihe sum of ils parts.
That is to say, a we cannot be fully understood by
invesligating only Ihe individual me's inlo which it can
be divided.
Holism 2. The entity in question is not understandable
without reference to the whole which it is apart of. That
is, even if a we could be split up completely into several
me's, this would not constitute a satisfying reduction of
the we to something else. Rather, the identity of an I
depends on the identity of the we which it is apart of.

Each of these claims should be associated with a different kind
of holism. Let us call the first one 'wholism', for it is a claim
about wholes. Tbe second one is about individuals and their
intelligibility, and it could be called 'katholicism', because of
the meaning of kat-holikos as 'related 10 the whole'. But since
this term is already in use for matters of Christian religiosity, let
us call it simply holism. Wholism thus states: a we is more than
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the sum 01' partlclpating me's. Holism claims: No me is
intelligible apart of some we it belongs to.3
As can now be seen, it is possible to be both individualist and
kind 01' a holist. lt is possible to maintain that collectives can or
should be split up exhaustively into individuals, but to deny that
this would bc a reduction to something understandable
indcpcndently of the collective. For although a me might not bc
intelligible apart from some we. the we could still bc split up
complctcl y into some such me's. Of course, such a reduction
would not be a satisfying explanation of collectiveness. It would
be only of help for people who al ready know what individuals
are.
All this leads to the first of three claims I want to stress in
this essay.
C la im I. It is possible to be both an individualist and kind
of a hol ist.

For indi vidualism holds that a colleetive is to be split up into its
indi vidual members be fore it can be dealt with adequately.
Holism, on the other hand, need not deny that this is possible
and even sound . A hol ist will only add the remark that
indi viduals in turn are not understandable apart from the
co llectives whieh they are members of. Thus a holistic
individualist may deal with collecti ves only insofar thcy are sets
01' individuals, but she4 will not try to understand individuals
outside and apart from these sets.
An obvious objection to this compromise bctween holism and
indi vidualism is the foll owing. If every collective is to bc
di vided into its individual parts, but these parts are only
intelligible in relation to the collective, there does not seem to be
anything intelligible left. For in order to investigate individual s.
collectives must already bc understood, and conversely. The
ans wer to this objecti on is: What is to in vesti gatcd or understood
is neither a collecti ve nor an indi vidual in isolation, but a
3. Cf. Tuomela 1995 . p. 115 .
4 . Throughoul this essay. I use Ihc female form 10 rder 10 both genders .
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~t~ct.ured whole with its parts, a collective that consists of
tndlvlduals. As far as I know, there is no need to understand
unstructured collectives or isolated individuals.
In this terminology , the oppositc of individualism is not
whol~sm or holis?1' but collectivism. There may be opposites of
whohsm and hohsm, too. These would be the claims that ci ther
there is no we which would be more than a sum of me's which
could be termed ' merism ' , or that there is an indiv'idual I
underst~dable independently of the we which it is apart of. The
latter mlght be called ' monism' .
An individualist is more of a merist. He wants collective
agents to be described completely by a partitioned set,
consisting of entities that are themselves indivisiblc. He need
not be a moni st, thollgh. for he may accl!pt that individuals
cannot be dealt with in isolation.

1.2

Exlernal and inlernal individualism

Obviously, it is qllite difficliit to structllre the field of inqlliry in
our case. Various labels have becn attached to different kinds of
individualism. An ontological individualism has been
distinguished from an epistemic and a phenomenological one,
and as regards phenomenological individualism, Kay Mathiesen
has, in her contribution to this volume, introduced a further
distinction between subjectivism and its opposite.
As regards intentions, two kinds of individualism have been
distinguished in the literature, which have been labeled
' extemal' and ' intemal,.5 This has to do with the status of the
collective entity that is c1aimed to be reducible. Taking a first
look at a given intention, there are two logical sllbjects, Y and Z,
which could be either collectives or individuals.
Y intends that Z does action A.

5. Cf. Gilben 1998, p. 236. See also Searle 1995. p. 26.
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Y and Z will usually be the same, as in "We will do A",
explicated as " we intend that we do A". But even then there is
one we that actually is the subject of intending, and another
logically different we that is the subject of the intended state- of
affairs.
By analogy to modal semantics, the different subjects of
intentions could also be called subject de sensu and de rebus.
This terminology was introduced by Petcr Abailard, 6 among
others, to mark a distinction between two possible
interpretations of sentences like the following :
My cat could be sitting on this mat now.

Imagine someone who has no Iiving cat, but lost it so me time
ago. In one reading, then, the sentence is plainly fal se:
For my cat it is possible to sit on this mat now.

Call the cat in this case the subject de rebus. There is a different
reading:
It is possible that the situation obtains that my cat now is
sitting on the mal.

That is, the cat might still be alive, and then it would be sitting
on the mat. In this reading, the cat is subject de sensu. The
subject de sensu is the ' interna!' subject of the state of affairs
that is said to be possible.
Other sentences are false when the grammatical subject is
interpreted de sensu, though. Consider
My house could be bigger than it actually iso

Surely, it could have happened that the house in question had
another size. But it could not be the case that "This house is
bigger than it actually is". So far for modal semantics.

6. See Minio-Paluello 1958.
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Let us now consider intentions agam. Again, a simple
intention has the foll owing form:
Y intends that Z does A.

Y is the external subject de rebus, the one who actually has the
intention. Z is the internal subject de sensu, for it marks the
subject involved in the intended state of affairs. Four different
kinds o f simple intentions concerning me and us appear to be
possible :
(I) J intcnd that J do A,
( 2 ) J intcnd that we do A,
( 3) we intcnd that J do A,

(4) we intcnd that we do A.

An external individualist now wants propositions (3) and (4) to
be modified. The we in the beginning of both sentences is to be
explicated in terms of individuals and their behavior. In contrast,
an internal individualist will also want to reduce the second
place we in sentences (2) and (4). So whereas for an internaI
individualist only the first sentence is acceptable in its own
right, an external individualist holds that proposition (2) also
expresses an irreducible case of intending.
Both the internal and the externaI individuaIism are
phenomenological. When I speak of a subject de rebus referring
to the external subject of an intention, this need not be an
ontological commitment. Of course, as regards modal semantics,
the opinions about this differ. But at least Abailard himself did
not intend to refer to the ontological subject in contrast to a
phenomenological or epistemic one, when he introduced his
terminology. In order to see this more c1early, let me again refer
to Kay Mathiesen. She introduces a distinction between the
external subject, which she calls intentional subject or mode 0/
the intention/ and the actual, ontological subject of intending.
This makes a further differentiation possible. Taking the
7. For !he 'mode ' of intentions cf. also Tuomelas contribution to !his
volume , fn . 3.
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ontological subject into account, an intention has the following
formal structure.
~
X qua Y intends that Z does A.
In this formula, X refers to the ontological subject, the one in
whose mind the intention occurs. Y is the phenomenological
representation of this subject to itself as intending something.
The introduction ofthe further entity X may be important for the
question which subjects can be collectives and which not. Some
theorists may claim that Y can be a collective, whereas X can
only be an individual in the end, for only individuals have
minds. That is, the following sentences will not be equally
admissible :
(3') I qua we intend that I do A,
(3') We qua we intend that I do A.

But this is an ontological question, and I will not deal with it
here. For this reason, I will leave the nature of X aside.

1.3

Introducing we-intention

Tbe attempt to explicate an external we in individualistic terms
concerns sentences (3) and (4). It may lead to something like the
following analysis:
Reduction la. We intend that Y does A iff
for some or all members X" ...,x" of US , x, intends that Y
does A, with O<i<n.
In some cases, such an analysis will not be satisfying, though.
For us intending A, it does not always suffice that some or all of
us intend A separately and each on her own. Rather, we
sometimesjointly intend that Y does A.
Reduction Ib. We intend that Y does A iff
some or all members of us intend jointly that Y does A.

III

It is impo~~t to ~ote that in this case, the action A need not
itself be a Jomt a~tlOn . .What is done together in a stricter sense
is only the act of mtendmg.
A reduction of an internal we might look quite similar.
Reduction 2a. Y intends that we do A ifT
Y intends that some or all of us do A.
The relevant sentences are (2) and (4). As can be seen in
sentence (2), the possibility to explicate the internal subject in
individualistic terms is not speci fic to the matter of collective
intentions. There are individual intentions with a collective as
their internal subject as weil.
(2) I intend that we do A.

This intention might be a highly private and individual attitude,
and the question whether the we could be reduced to one or
more me' s is a quest ion about what I mean by we in this very
case. In a rather harmless case, I mean all of us separately. It
might be that I intend that we do A if and only if I intend that
each of us does A. But again, an analysis such as reduction 2a
will not always be satisfying. What is meant will rather be:
Reduction 2b. Y intends that we do A irr
Y intends that members of us do A jointly.
Note that the discussion now has switched from subjects to
actions. In order to overcome an unsatisfactory individualistic
anaJysis. two strategies are open. First, the subject of intending
could simply be declared irreducibly collective. That is, a
reduction like I b would not be possible at all. But in order to
save the individuality of the subject while improving the
anaJysis, one mayaiso , as it were, put the collectiveness into the
intending or acting. This is what I have just done.
Two difTerent kinds of collectiveness in acting and intending
have emerged so far. That is, two different actions can be said to
be done jointly or separately : the act of intending and the
intended action. This allows for a number of possible
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combinations - 16. to be sure - of which the following ones are
but examples.
(i) I intend that each of IIS does A separately,
(ii) each of IIS intends separately that we do A jointly,
(iii) I intend jointly with othel'$ members of IIS that I do A,
(iv) we intend jointly that we do A jointly,

Thus individualism, colleetivism and both kinds of holism may
have to do with quite a few different entities. The quest ion of
reducibility can be raised concerning each of them separately.
Candidates for explieation in individualistie terms ean be the
internal or external subjeet, the aet of intending, or the intended
aet, not to mention the ontological subjeet of intending. These I
shall call the five targets for individualistic reduction.
Aeeording to reduetion 1b, the aet of intending is done
together by the members of the we. Following reduction 2b, the
intended action is a joint one.
But there is a third way of stressing the jointness in intending.
The first plaee we in sentences (3) and (4) may be replaeed by
terms that so me individualists might find aeceptable in the
following way.
(3 ' ) all or some of IIS we-intend that I do A,
(4') all or some oflls we-intend that we do A.

In these sentences, 11 we-intention is meant to be a kind of
attitude different in nature from simple intentions. Technically
speaking, both belong to some genus of a-intentions, where a
can be an individual or a collective. Different kinds of examples
for we-intentions have been given in the literature. For instance,
two persons may jointly intend to carry a table upstairs. None of
them can plausibly intend to do that on her own. In this case, the
intended action is a joint one. Another example is that of two
people ~oing for a walk together, which is analyzed by Margaret
Gilbert. The intention to go for a walk together implies, as
8. Gilben \990.
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Gilbert shows, certain normative attitudes of the walkers
towards each other. For instance, if one of them stops or
suddenly changes her direction, she is at least expected to
inform the other. Here, both the intention and the intended
action are joint . A third kind of example is presented by Seumas
9
Miller. In his scenario, two parties intend to dig a tunnel from
A to B. Although for both parties it is possible to dig the whole
tunnel alone, they agree to dig half of it each and meet in the
middle. At least the agreement is a joint action and intended
jointly in this case. The action of digging the tunnel is perhaps
less shared.
Roughly, we-intentions seem to be more than mere
aggregates of single intentions. The intention is rather to do
something together in a coordinated manner. Sometimes it is
also assumed that the act of we-intending is itself a joint action.
Taking this into account, the list of possible intentional
attitudes could be doubled again by adding the following :
(5) I we-intend that I do A,
(6) I we-intend that we do A,
(7) we we-intend that I do A,
(8) we we-intend that we do A.

Some of these are rather theoretical possibilities, and they may
not all make sense. For instance, it is not clear ifthe intention in
case ~5) still can be classified as a we-intention.
At least in this case, the notion of we-intention would better
be replaced by 'joint intention' , that is the joint act of intending.
Sentence (5) would then have to be rephrased thus:
(5 ' ) I intend jointly with other members of us that I do A .
ete.

Applied to all cases, this leads to a neat classification.

9. Miller 1995.
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action
agent

external
act of intending
subject or mode of intending

internat
intended action
subject of intended action

There are two different kinds of subject matter concerning the
matter of collectiveness: collective agents and collective actions.
80th of them can occur outside or inside the scope of an
intention, that is internal de sensu or external de rebus. The
intending agent is the external subject, whereas the agent in the
intended state of affairs is the interna I subject, and so for the
external and internal action. The external action is the intending
itself. the internal one the intended action. The topic of weintention then concerns nothing else but joint acts of intending.
For an individualist about actors it is still possible to be a
collectivist concerning joint actions. Maybe actors can only be
individuaJs in the end, but actions can be genuineJy collective
ones.
Areduction of an internal collective action will have the
following formal structure.
Reduction 3. Y intends that Z does A jointly with others iff
Y intends that Z does A in manner m under circumstances c.

Since intending can be cJassified as a special kind of acting, an
attempt to explicate the collective attitude of joint intention in
individualistic terms will have a very similar form.
Reduetion 4. Y intends jointly with others that p iff
Y intends that p in manner m under circumstances c.

The main task for a phenomenological individualist concerning
actions and intentions seems to be the specification of the
conditions c and the manner m, and of course of a theory of
simple intention. Individualism of this kind does not deal with
collective agents or subjects any more.
The thesis of an individualist about intending is that there is
one simple kind of intention, that is individual intention, on the
basis of which other kinds of intention such as joint intention or
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we-intentions can be defined. The question is, then, whether
individual intentions are such that they can be understood
beforehand and whether joint intentions can be explicated using
only individualistic concepts. For a holist, the answer should be
negative to at least one of these questions. More precisely, a
wholist would deny that joint intentions are built up, as it were,
out of individual intentions only. She would hold that there is
something in collective intending that is more than an aggregate
of individual intentions. Holism concerning the relation of parts
to the whole which they constitute, on the other hand, amounts
to the claim that individual intentions are not understandable
independently from joint ones.
As there are five possible targets for individualistic reduction,
there may be corresponding targets for a holistic programme.
First, a holist might want to establish the possibility or necessity
of a we as an ontological subject of intending, independently and
in advance of individual agents. Second and Third, the internat
or external we might be declared irreducible, respectively.
Further, she may hold that intended joint actions are not
explicable in individualistic terms, and finally, she might want
to show that there can and must be joint intentions
independently and in advance of individual intentions.
A wholist concerning the act of intending might just want to
say that joint intentions are irreducible to simple intentions. But
a holist might also try her own kind of analysis by reversing the
order of explanation. As a hol ist is of the opinion that
individuals are only intelligible in relation to the whole which
they are a part of, this analysis will go like the following:
Reduction 3' . Y intends that p iff
Y jointly intends that p in manner m under circumstances c.

The same will go for collective agents and actions. So far, the
holistic reduction 3' seems to be a highly theoretical possibility,
arrived at only by sophisticated distinctions within
methodology. What could be the sense in 'reducing' individual
intentions to joint ones?
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2.

Holists shollid also be Individualists

lt seems that there is a theoretical possibility to be both a holist
and an individualist. For instance, someone might be a
phenomenological individualist concerning agents. That is, she
might maintain that both the external and internal subject of
intention are best understood if they are not dealt with as
unanalyzed collectives. Instead, the subjects of the intention and
of the intended state of affairs are to be explicated in
individualistic terms and split up into individuals. But being a
holist she would add that these individuals are only intelligible
as parts of collectives, and not in isolation.
As regards intention and action, the case is similar. Although
joint intentions might be only understood adequately if they are
traced back to individual intentions, they need not be reducible
to the latter in any strict sense. Rather it is only on the
background of joint action that individual intentions can be
understood. I will explain now, why this is so.
I will look for an argument in favor of reduction 3'. The
question is why individual intentions should be introduced using
the notion of joint intention, rather than conversely. A joint
intention is at least a social attitude. That is, someone has a joint
intention only if she has an intention while having the actions or
reactions of other persons in mind. lt remains to be said, first,
why every singular intention must be a social attitude, and
secondly, why intending presupposes the special kind of social
attitude, joint intention.
The underlying idea is, roughly, that individuality stems from
the ability to undertake responsibility.

2.1

What is it like to be committed?

As responsibility is one of the key not ions in the remaining part
ofthis essay, a few words are in order about the sense in which I
want it to be used here.
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First~ . i.t is useful to dislinguish moral und causal
~sponslblhty . What malters ~ere is the former, that is a category
111 the s~a~: of reason and ratIOnal action. The quest ion of causal
responslblhty, on the other hand, is a rather physical one.
Further, there are two kinds of moral responsibilily . Most
often, people are held responsible for 'the causation 01' damage
after they have aeted in a certain way. This kind 01'
responsibility is attributed to actors by olher ac tors only post
hoc. But aetors also willingly undertake rcsponsibilily for
actions yet to be done. This kind of responsibilily, wh ich is
undertaken by actors in advance of their acting, seems more
basic .ta Ale. lt is only because an actor licenses accusalions
about the way she behaves in advance of her acting, that people
can effectively aecuse her afterwards. An actor acts responsibly
in the relevant sense only if she acts with the intention 01'
eventually justifying her behavior.
Finally, I understand without further ado that responsibility is
in prineiple a social attitude. To feel responsible for an action A
is always to do A with some social group, real or imagined, in
mind. The reason for this is that no person can justify her actions
without justifying it in some way publicly. No one ean feel
responsible without knowing what it is to aet together with other
actors, and the most important of these joint actions is
justification itself.
Claim 2. Responsibility is a social virtuc. Therefore, 110
one ean behave responsibly in radieal isolation from real
or imagined social groups.
What is it like, now, to be committed? Wbat kind of beings ean
possibly be responsible? Let me ~rst answer a. slightly different
. question. What is someone eommllted re~~onsl~le for? The best
possible answer seems to be: for her declslons. rhe second best
might do as weil : for actions. In order .for something to be a
decision or an action of someone, the declder or actor must have
had the possibility of having done or decided .otherwise, For a
start, it seems that only actors or declders can bear
responsibility.
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Basically, no one can be committed unl ess she is a persistent
person. To so me degree, everyone we take to be responsible
must be identifiable over time. and in addition must identify
herself as the same over time. She must be of so me integrity, at
least in order to recognize her own past and future commitments
as such.
Further, a responsible person cannot be almighty. Intuitively,
a decision must always be adecision against so me alternative,
and so only finite creatures can decidc in a proper sense. It also
seems that for a responsible person, it must be possible to be
hanned. No one can be acclI.I'ed effectively, if she is not herself
susceptible tO.hann.
, In order to be responsible. one must be free in a certain sense .
. One must be able to ground a decision or action on reasons
instead of brute necessities. ThllS a responsible person must be
able to act for reasons.
But being committed is more than being able to act freely.
Someone committed or responsible must. intuitively, feel
somewhat obliged to respond to certain demands. In order to be
willing to respond to a demand, one must be open for it. 10
Obviously, no person would count as responsible, unless we had
reason to assurne that she herself wants to be a person of
integrity. A responsible person must feel subject to the basic
demands of moraJity: integrity, sincereness and persistence. She
must want to be herself. Instead of seekin~ shelter in anonymity,
she must be willing to stand by her deeds. I
Rather literally, to be responsible presupposes the ability to
respond in some way. That is, in order to be responsible, one
must be addressabJe, and be able to reply somehow. This kind of
dialogue might occur without the use of any spoken language.
But it clearly will be a joint social action. Responsibility thus
rests on the ability to respond, and that means in the widest
possible sense: it presupposes the ability to take part in
communication, that is group action.
10. This is perhaps what Locke wams when he identifies persons via their
moral consciousness. See Locke 1979 II .xxvii ,19.
11. Cf. Heidegger 1986. §§ 54-58.
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Most importantly in this context, only individuals can bear
responsibility. No entity that can be divided into further beings
can be taken to be responsible. We ascribe commitments only to
persistent unities, because we want to be sure that we will deal
with the very same entities in the future. Responsible persons
must be reIiable, that is, they must not dissolve eventually into
illtlividual parts Gf.-them. Or at least, we will then better take
these very parts to be responsible. This is what we do when we
deal with collectives: in the end, we ascribe their commitments
to some or all of its members.

2.2

The case for individualism

So it seems plausible that only individual persons, not
collectives as such, can be held morally responsible. 12
One reason for this is that moral responsibility must be
suable, as it were. A collective can only be punished insofar its
members are punished, otherwise the punishrnent will not be
feit. In order to be held responsible for an action, an agent must
be identifiable as aperson, and she must be susceptible to harm.
Only individual human beings fulfill these requirements
sufficiently. So, collectives have to be split up into their
individual members for matters of moral judgment.
But it is not only the interest of dealing with collectives in
matters of morality that forces the observer to focus on
individual persons. The members .1llS0 have a similar interest in
the collective which they constitute. A member of a social group
wants to be involved in the decision-making and acting of the
group she belongs to. As for this interest, one could distinguish
despotie collectives from democratic ones. A democratic group
respects the will and only the will of its members. A despotie
group is, as far as concems its actions and decisions, indeed
holistic, but in an unpromising way . Its decisions and actions
will be grounded on more than the interest of its members. A
12 .Cf. Downie 1969. See also Seumas Miller. in !his volume . who seems
to deny that corporations as such can be morally blamed.
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member of a despotie group will thus not be able to stand in
completely for the aetions and attitudes 01' her group.
To be sure. there are despotie groups, and perhaps eertain
fields of social action ean only be dealt with bj admitting their
existenee and understanding their functioning.' But to evaluate
a despotie eollective morally will always be at least very
difficult. So it is again for sake of moral judgment that
individualism is in order. Let me summarize these suggestions.
Claim 3. Only
responsible.

individuals

ean

be

held

morally

Put slightly differentl y, the ability to undertake moral
responsibility seems to presuppose personhood. If this is eorreet,
it seems to be in the first place lUl argument against collectivism.
But I would Iike to draw attention to the social nature of
responsibility itself. Fora start, consider the following thesis as
a fact:
Thesis. The ability of Y to undertake responsibility
presupposes and therefore implies the individuality and
personhood of Y. Conversely, only responsible actors can be
individual persons.
If this is correet, it can be seen how a hol ist might maintain
that we-intentions or joint intentions are prior to simple
intentions. I think it is plausible that the undertaking of
responsibility, being a social attitude, is only possible in
connection with joint action. That is, part of reduction 3' would
have to be spelled out thus:
Presupposition I. Y intends that p only if
Y is willing to undertake moral responsibility for p.l.

That is, responsibleness is a necessary precondition for
intending. And as I have shown, the ability to undertake
responsibility in turn presupposes individuality.
13. Luhmann 1995 has been especially concemed with despotie colleclives,
which he calls autopoietic .
14. Cf. Brandorn 1998, p. 253f.
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Presupposition 2. Y is able to undertake moral
responsibility for p only ifY is an individual person.
Therefore, intending cannot occur in radical isolation.
Responsibleness is an attitude towards other agents, imagined or
real. within so me shared social framework. But as the thesis
states, no one is an individual person unless she is at least able
to undertake responsibility. Indeed, personhood is not much else
but the possibility to be addressed as a responsible actor. So the
hol ist might claim that responsibleness, being a special kind of
we-attitude, is presupposed by every simple intention.
Let me now gather the various claims that I have made
explicitly in the course ofthis essay.
Claim I. It is possible to be both individualist and kind of
a holist.
Claim 2. Responsibility is a social virtue.
Claim 3. Only individuals can be held morally responsible.
These claims seem to license the following implication.
Conceptual link. Membership in a collective implies and
presupposes individuality.
On the basis of this implication. another one would also be
valid:
If actor Y has intentions jointly with others, then she also
must have her own individual intentions.
The reasons for this are the following. Joint intentions are social
attitudes and they presuppose either the existence of a we that is
the subject of the intention, or the membership of the subject in
areal or imagined collective. Thus we-intentions are at least
social attitudes: attitudes of a collective or attitudes regarding a
collective. But only individual persons, that is responsible
actors, can be said to have social attitudes, and only individuals
can be held morally responsible.
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Thus holism need not lead to the claim that individualism is
incorrect. On the contrary, indi vidualism is a necessary
presupposition implied by holism. Holism supplies the reasons
for the very soundness of an individualistic stance in social
sClences.
But the holistic argument for individualism is not based on
empirical and logical facts only. What makes individualism
sound and necessary is in the first place an ethical consideration.
In order to treat collectives as morally responsible agents, their
internal task division has to be made clear. in a way that
amounts to splitting up the collectives completely into their
individual members. Moral responsibility can only undertaken
by individuals, that is beings that cannot be split up into further
parts any more. A collective as such cannot be liable to moral
accusations.
Further, a group decision is legitimate as such only in so far
its members and only they are involved in decision-making.
This is a demand in the interest of members of the group.
Members of a collective do not want it to be despotie . But it is
also the reason why a collective has an interest in the
individuality and rationality of its members. Fully fledged group
members must be able and willing to undertake responsibility
themselves in order act on behalf of the collective. For sake of
moral judgment, a group' s actions should be dissolvable into
individual actions of their members.
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